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CLASSIFIED MATERIAL Â If you are reading this dossier, you have been granted Level Three

clearance within the Collectors' Society. Included in these pages are snippets from multiple key

agent files as well as those on persons of interest. Please keep in mind that this compendium is

considered highly sensitive and is illegal to share with anyone outside of your clearance. It is not to

be removed from the Institute.Â Â Happy reading!Â Â --The Librarian Â For those previously

introduced to the mysterious Collectors' Society and their mission, eager to discover more, The

Collectors' Society Encyclopedia is the perfect full-color companion piece to the series. Within are

detailed entries elaborating upon the various agents and employees as well as the key villains

suspected of targeting and destroying Timelines. Backstories, relationships, secrets, and clues are

revealed alongside a thorough bibliography of important Timelines and their designations. Profiles

are also included of the Institute in New York City as well as Wonderland. Society fans and lovers of

classic literature will undoubtedly delight in unraveling the secrets that lay within these pages.
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If you have already read the Collectors Society books, this book is a fantastic in depth look inside

the Society and agents that we've come to love. If you have not read the series yet, this book will

appeal to your curiosity enough to make you buy the whole series and start tonight! Beautiful color

descriptions and tidbits into the workings of the characters and places we all want to know more

about! Thrilled about this book and cannot wait for the final in the series! Happy reading!



Great bios and an inside look at all the characters from the Collectors Society series. This really

helped me keep every one strait and sort of which character went with which classic novel. A must

have for any fan of The Collector's Society.

I love having this little extra to go along with The Collector's Society series. There can be so many

characters to keep track of it is nice to have this as a reference, plus having all these details about

our favorite characters and images of them is just a fun addition for any fan!

So I FINALLY read this, I still needed to read The Forgotten Mountain first because this can contain

spoilers/new characters from that book.Can I just say how cool this book is? How many times have

we read a series wondering if we could get a detailed account of the characters? And how cool is it

that Heather Lyons gives us one?Awwww yeah!Anyways this is a super cool IN COLOR catalog of

characters and places in The Collector's Society series. It also had a very cool bibliographic

reference as to the timelines in the back which I will admit, I really needed.This is a must read if you

are a fan of the series!!!
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